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Sl>d'.C?ommittee Recommends Open Union

fl.;J. f]/~~1:2
C.no, (
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States Building 'Primarily' lor Use ol UNM Students

By SANDY McCRAW
An open Union, provided non·members
of the University community obey all
building rules and regulations, would
continue if the Union Board accepts the
recommendations of its Operations and
Procedures Committee,
The recommendations were based on a
study of the committee released today. The
Board will decide whether to accept the
recommendations at a meeting Feb. 10.
The committee recommends a notice
regarding the use of the Union should be
posted in the building, stating:
Notice
''The New Mexico Union is primarily for
the use of University of New "Mexico
students, staff and faculty. Other persons
are permitted to use the facilities of the
Union provided they also abide by the
rules and regulations of the New Mexico
Union and the University of New Mexico,
the ordinances of the city of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and the laws of the State of
New Mexico to which all UNM community
citizens are subject.
,"Guest privileges may be revoked and
student, staff and faculty privileges
suspended at any time by the New Mexico
Union staff or the campus security officers
for violation of any of the above, If
violators fail to leave the premises upon
request use privileges may be revoked or
suspended and the violator may be cited
and prosecuted under the ordinances of the
City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, and the
New Mexico Statutes Annotated,

including Section 40A·20·10C which
provides for arrest and punishment for
trespass .... "
Security Aides
Appeals would be taken to the Vice·
President for Student Affairs. Copies of
Union regulations would be posted in the
Union while copies of the UNM code of
conduct would be available at the
Information Desk.
The committee also suggests the hiring
of student l)ecurity aides to assist the
campus police in patrolling the building.
The minimum numbers required, according
to the statement, would be four during the
periods 8 until 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. until
closing during weekdays and all day on
weekends; six during the period 10 a.m.
until 3 p.m. on weekdays and one
stationed inside the cashier's stand at the
snack bar at all times that the service area
is open.
Security aides and policemen in the
Union would be provided with handout
sheets to be given to all persons before any
trespass action is taken.
"
ID Checks
'fhe aides as well as the police would be
authorized to evict persons from the
building "for just cause."
The committee suggests it should be the
Union director's responsibility to give
student aides proper training and provide
them with communications devices in
order to summon police when necessary.
Committee suggestions noted individuals
in the Union would be subject to

NDwA~L~D

semester, there were 18,593 students
identification checks at any time.
The committee recommends that after enrolled at the Albuquerque campus and to
the ballroom is remodeled it could be this figure must be added the growth in the
turned into a coffee shop between 10 a.m. size of the faculty and non-faculty staffs
and 3 p.m. "This area shall serve drinks and since 1959."
prepared foods such as sandwiches only.
Drug Problem
During this period neither the Casa, snack
Concerning the drug situation, the
bar or cafeteria shall serve drinks except report states the use of the Union for the
when such drinks are accompanied with a sale, purchase and use of illegal drugs "has
purchase of other food items •.• (however) been known for some time." Originally,
the managers of each of these areas shall be · the drug problem, according to the report,
granted leeway to allow for the continued was mainly confined to marijuana.
sale of single drinks in their area when the
"Had the drug problem remained at
crowding situation so permits, or when an marijuana," the report said, '''it is doubtful
individual is accompanying another that very many wouid be concerned. But
individual buying food."
the drug climate has changed radically over
Conference
the past year. From only occasional
"Courtesy signs" would be placed in
eating areas of the building "to the effect reported incidents of the sale or use of hard
that tables in those areas are reserved for drugs- heroin, cocaine, amphetamines,
patrons wishing to eat and asking other etc.- last year the incidents have (now)
individuals to comply," suggests the grown to a daily basis. During this period the
committee, During times of crowding, number of undercover narcotics agents in
security aides and police would "rigidly the Union building has also grown, but these
agents generally are not interested in the
enforce" this provision.
The final suggestion would be for the small time seller, preferring instead to make
director to set up a conference between all contacts or purchases in an effort to get to
area managers and campus police and the larger suppliers."
"Closely related to the drug problem is
security aides to discuss problems
experienced in the past and procedures for the fact that there have been an increasing
number of assaults, fights, thefts, robberies
enforcement of Union regulations.
"Probably . the most serious problem and burglaries in and around the
facing the Union,'' according to the report, Union. . . . At the same time there were
"is its limited space. Constructed in 1959 almost daily reports of assaults or fights in
for a projected maximum student the buildings, and often these incidents
enrollment of 1 (},000 the building was have resulted in knives or guns being
quickly recognized as being too small. Last drawn,'! said the report.
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(Coaching Staff Praised
The UNM football coaching
staff has been accused by Alfred
Parker, an associate professor of
economics, of mistreating some
Lobo football players on the
practice field resulting in injuries
to the players.
Coach Walter Klinker, the
offensive line coach is one of the
coaches in question, but some of
the men whom he coaches feel the
accusations are grossly unfair.
Lineman Bob Winkler, whose
nose Klinker allegedly broke said,
"We've got the finest football
coaching staff in the nation and
Walt Klinker's a part of it. He's
the finest coach I've ever worked
under."
"Everything that happens on
the football field is to make you a
better athlete and individual,"
said Winkler.
Winkler would not comment on

l

whether or not Klinker struck
him.
Winkler said that the members
of the Athletic Council are not
used to such things as happen on a
football field, and have no way of
understanding it. He believes the
council is "blowing the episode
out of proportion."
Other members of the offensive
line interviewed agreed with
Winkler that Klinker was a "fine
coach" and a "fine man". The
players said that getting pushed
around on the football field was
all part of the game. Several
players laughed at the thought of
Klinker ever intending to hurt
anyone.
"Coach Klinker is a great coach
to play for/' said one lineman
who requested that his name be
withheld. "Klinker is probably the
most popular coach out lhere."

·Colllmission Called For

----· ·-To·sfuay Chicano n·eatns--· · -··
ByMARKBLUM
power of subpeona and arrest.
Gov. Bruce King and Attorney
"I don't want this to become a
General David Norell were urged racial situation," continued
to appoint a special commission Martinez, "but the Attorney
or to convene a Special Grand General's office is inadequate to
Jury to investigate the shooting investigate this fairly."
deaths of two Black Berets by a
The Rev. Harry Summers
group of UNM students, faculty suggested hav~ng the case brought
and concerned local citizens last before the U.S. Civil Rights
-Commission ·of which he serves in
night in the law school.
Calling the investigation by an advisory capacity. "This is a
District Attorney Sceresse a question of the denial of civil
"whitewash" Bob Harris, law rights," he stated, "I can think of
student at UNM, called for the no more ultimate denial of a
appointment of a special m1m's rights than death."
commission along the lines of the
The brother of Rita Canales,
Knapp Commission.
one of the slain men, thanked the
Many of the participants in the group for its concern. "I only
meeting last night, expressed want to see this whole thing
doubts as to the credibility of any cleared up," he said, "whether it's
commission appointed by the favorable for Rito or not, The
Governor.
police, through acts such as these,
"We are actually asking for a lose the respect which they
rubber stamp from Gov. King," deserve."
Phillip Martinez, chairman of
"If crimes were committed by
LULAC, said, "to appoint a the police, they should be
.commission composed of the prosecuted," said Harris, "if not
members we recommend with the then why are they covering up?"
~

Library Upgrading Bill Passes

Hank and Lewis Wkkham
The Wickham brothers, Hank and
Thursday through Sunday to UNM
Lewis, will be · the opening
students, faculty, and staff (with IDs)
entertainment at the new Coffee House
fur a $.50 cover charge. Each student
in room 129 of the Union. They will
can bring one guest. Food and
appear nightly from Feb. 10 to 13.
beverages will be available.
The Coffee House will be open

A bill to upgrade the Libraries
at state universities passed the
New Mexico House of
Representatives yesterday by a
unanimous vote.
The bill titled, the ''State
Educational Institution Library
Bond Act," would authorize a
total of $10 million over the next
five years to the libraries.
A pattern for unanimous votes
on the bill was set last Monday
when the House Appropriations
Committee unanimuuisly guvu th~
bill a "do pass" recommendation

sending it to the House floor.
The vote, described by ASUNM
lobbyist Albert ChavE!z as "great"
now goes to the Senate where
Chavez says he expects "no
trouble. 11
Chavez and other lobbyists
considered upgrading the library
their major project of the year. He
said, "It was our main goal in the
lobby." He added that he didn't
see any sE!tback for the bill and
the Governor's signature was
almost certain. "He'll sign" said
Chavez.

New IVIexico

editorial

Athletic Probe Good
The Athletic Council seems to have developed a
backbone overnight. Tuesday it appointed a
subcommittee to investigate charges of misconduct
on the part of members of the Lobo football
coaching staff.
At the same meeting they harshly criticized
Regent Calvin Horn for improperly wooing head
football coach Rudy Feldman away from
beckoning Baylor in December. They argue Horn
should have consulted the Council in making the
offer of additional J.l'I':.J.'l"Y and scholarships to
Feldman.
•
Both moves are notably bold in light of former
inaction on the part of the Council in examining
the internal operation of the athletic department.
The department has traditionally, and wrongly,
been a semi-autonomous system within the
University. The checks and balances on spending
and operating procedures imposed on academic
departments just don't exist south of central at the
Athletic Complex.
The Athletic Council, as limited in function as it
is, is the only possible group that can serve as a
watchdog. We applaud the Council's willingness to
finally serve this watchdog role.

DAILY
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C ooper-Orzen Revisited
Former UNM students Allen
Cooper and Bill Orzen are
scheduled to begin a threemonth jail sentence today for the
part they played in disrupting a
UNM - BYU basketball game
nearly two years ago,
The two were ·convicted May
23, 1970 of throwing debris on
the arena floor prior to the start
of the UNM - BYU game on Feb.
28 of that year.
Cooper and Orzen were tried
along with two other UNM
students but were the only two
convicted.
Earlier that year Cooper had
been expelled from UNM for
disrupting a scheduled speech by
U.S. Sen, J. Strom Thurmond
(R-S,C.) and Orzen had been
suspended for a year in the same

this paper to a friend

bema~----------Farmers' Marl(et Target

By CHRIS REED
For the Albuquerque
Boycott Committee
The migrant farm workers are
perhaps tire poorest group,
economically and educationally,
in the nation, Farm workers can
be found anywhere from
California to Florida; in the east,
midwest, and Montana. They are
of varied cultural and racial roots.

Previously, their strikes and
nationwide boycott unionized 85
per cent of the grape industry.
Under the leadership of Cesar
Chavez, they are now attacking
the lettuce growers, The lettuce
boycott is a national concern.
Th~ five Albuquerque Farmers'
Markets have consistently sold
non- UFW OC lettuce. Due to
Farmers' Market's !.IU'I'Uilu-

afternoon from 3:30 to 6 p.m.,
and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Come by either day and
learn about UFWOC. Talk to the
manager about getting UFWOC
lettuce. Help out on the picket
line! Its a lot of fun. In the words
of Cesar Chavez, "The best
educational process in the union is
the picket line and the boycott.
You learn about life!"'

Arabs, and Japanese in Califc•rni
and the Southwest, They traverse
the en tire continental United
States following the harvests;
following the work,
The corporate agricultural
industry maintains its $6 billion
annual income through the
exploitation of this migrant labor
force.
1965
Since 1965 the farm workers
have been organizing in the fields.
Their cooperative organization is
called the United Farm Workers'
Organizing Committee (UFWOC).

felt the pressure of a UFWOC
picket line and now know its
intentions, whereas before they
were indifferent to the lettuce
issue. Meetings with manager Earl
Hickson proved indecisive. Picket
lines are the first step.
Community participation is
necessary.
Pay Day
Friday is pay day, and we can
tell you where not to spend your
paychecks. Farmers' Market! The
store will be picketed Friday

important than one who is willing
to give us his money," he says.
You will be helping hundreds
of thousands of impoverished
farm workers by NOT spending
your paycheck at Farmers'
Market. If you do buy anything
there,makesurethescalesareset
at zero.
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As students of UNM, we feel
that sen a tors are elected to
represent us on a whole and not
individual minority groups. We
were terribly embarrassed when
four student senators walked out
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Bill Orzen

Ayn Rand _

The slaying by state police of
two Black Beret members last
Saturday night during an alleged
felony has prompted the Chicano
community in this city into
action.
In response to the killings, the
League of United Latin American
Citizens (LULAC) called an
emergency meeting Wednesday
night to discuss possible action.
The meeting was an open forum,
with suggestions coming from
people in the audience.
The first suggestion was the
eviction from the meeting of all
personnel representing the press,
which included KOAT, KOB, the
Albuquerque Journal and
Tribune, and the Daily Lobo.
However, it was stated the
presence of the news media could
help by stirring public support,

* * *

The Albuquerque Boycott
C o m mitt e e me e t s every
Wedm~sday at 7:·30 p.m., at 1814
Roma, N.E.

during a discussion of their Names will not be withheld upon
resolution #3, concerning the request. If a letter is from a group,
killing of two Black Beret please include a name, telephone
members. In our eyes, this showed number and address of a group
a lack of maturity and their member, The letter will carry that
responsibility as ASUNM senators . . name, plus the name of that
In. conclusion, we feel, that if you group.
The Lobo will publish letters as
can't take defeat, you shouldn't
space and the number of letters
be there in the first place.
Muffin Kennedy, Ann Rowland received allows.
Julie Willcut

What's the matter- don't you
like to have your editorials turn
out to be wrong?
Last Friday, Jan. 28, you
printed a scathing editorial
denouncing the GSA for having
only one candidate for president.
No mention of the fact that the
deadline for filing was still to
come and that the chances were
excellent that others would
announce.
'f ¥
¥
Today (Feb. 1) I notice that,
indeed, three more people have
The Lobo tells students what's
announced. Apparently though happening on and around. campus,
you didn't want too many people but also what people think about
to notice since the article is buried what is happening. So, for your
between two ads and a picture on information the following arc The
page four.
Lobo's letters to the editor and
.Next time, try a little t'a.i.rncsa•.... Bcma.p.oli"i"•~.
Judith Kaufmann

Walkout Objection

~ril
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Fl~o~rji~d~a;;~~a1j~cia~n~o~s~,"~~~~~~-1nf~~£lrii~~~~~~~Rr~~A~s~~~~~~~~~nn~4~---i~------------~~~~~~~~~:I~~~;Jl_~~~~~'=~1b~~~~~~~~~~[j~(_~[_Jl~~LJLJJLJLJL~~~l-----~---~Ra~n~d~'sp:.~~~~~L€vri~~~!!"~~:--------remain competitive.
people. "An individual who is
C 0mm1ffee
.
FOrme d f0 Jnyesfigafe S. ayings
230. The lecture will be on "The
Last Saturday Farmers' Market willing to give us his time is more
Benevolent Sense of Life."

Fairness?

I

action.
Both were sentenced to six
months in the Bernalillo County
jail for the BYU incident but
three months of the sentence was
suspendt:tl uy District Judge Joe
Angel.
Of the other two students tried
with Cooper and Orzen, Barbara
Brown was found innocent and
the jury could not reach a
decision on Larry Russell. Charges
against Russell were later
dismissed after the district
attorney's office said the cost in
time and money needed to re·try
the case was too great for the
penalties involved.
Both Cooper and Orzen had
appealed their convictions but
that appeal was recently turned
down by the New Mexico State

Dana Kiersch hjts resigned her
position as public relations
chairman for ASUNM in order to
devote her time toward Attorney
General David Norvell's race for
the U.S. Senate primary
pomination.
Kiersch was active in presenting
the library bond i~sue earlier this
month to several state House
committees.
Kiersch will return to UNM
after Norvell's campaign. As she
plans to involve herself in the
entire campaign, she will refrain
from involving herself in student
government if Norvell receives the
bid, she said.
"She has done a good job but
has a lot of other things to do,"
said Ken White, ASUNM
president. "It was her decision
and it's all right with me."

Students of Objectivism of Ayn

letters, • •

l.

Dana K iersch Quits
ASUNM PR POST

Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for publication.

The height of the Ozone layer
(water vapor zone) varies from
approximately 12 to 21 miles
above the earth.

and the move was vetoed by a
show of hands.
The main objGctive of the
meeting was to establish a
committee to investigate the
killings. In order to represent the
widest possible cross- section of
the community, it was decided
that the committee be composed
of members of as man'y
organizations as possible.
At the time of this writing,
there are 19 organizations
represented on the committee.
Included are Las Padres, Model
Cities, LULAC, Chicano Studies,
Martineztown, The National
Organization of Women, La Raza.

New Careers, and the Black
Coalition.
A motion was moved that the
Black Berets be offered a position
on the committee. The motion
met with solid approval from the
crowd, but the spokesman for the
Black Berets, Richard Moore,
declined the offer. Moore said
because the two slain men were
members of the Black Berets, it
wouhln't be proper to have a
member of the Black Berets
serving on the committee
investigating the killings.
In other action the motion w"q
passed that there be a luminario
vigil on the steps of the

Albuquerque Police Department
every night until a public hearing
can be held concerning the
killings.
The deaths of the two Berets is
already being investigated by
Atttorney General David Norvell's
office.
Their deaths have already been
xuled "justifiable homicide" by
Albuquerque District Attorney
Alexander Sceresse.

lOc BEER
EvelY Tue. 5-6 PM

BRING AD FOR STUDENT DISCOUNT PLATES

maQy'sca~e
open Mon.-Sat. 8:30-7:30 pm
210 San Pedro SE

2 EGGS, Hash Browns, Toast 65¢
2 Tostados wfRice , ..• , , ••. 69¢

HAMBURGER
wflargc bowl chili ...... 89¢
TORTILLA BURGER
wJsmall bowl chili , ...•.. 89¢

VALENTINE
DIAMOND
SHOPPERS •••
OPEN
TONITE
TILL 7

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite'
Central ct University

FUN

FUN

2312 CENTRAL SE • STUDENT TERMS

Bernas ...

Bernas are unsolicited, signed
guest editorials which do not
necessarily reflect the editorial
policy of The Lobo, or the policy
of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bernas
may be any length, but may be
cut due to space limitations.
As with letters to the editor,
please include address and
telephone number with the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or
Bernas can be mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM,
delivered to The Lobo office at
the corner of Yale and Central, or
deposited in the Lobo Suggestion
Box inside the east door of the
Union.

~QUIPMENT
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If you'd like to hear about it,

Stop By at either location
5003 Menaul Blvd. NE
101 Cornell SE
..
P{lge 2

'JUST HOW DO I GET MYSELF INTO THESE SITUATIONS??'
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Policy Covers Stubbed Toes Too
By CAROLINA OTT
bid which was accepted by UNM. accidents and sudden illness.
To be eligible, a st1,1dent must
The benefits of the student
The company handles about 10
health insurance offered at UNM
claims a day., ranging from carry at least eight hours, There is
stubbed toes and chipped teeth to also an application available at the
are virtually unknown to the
broken wrists and Health Center for the dependents
st1.1dents.
of students taking the policy, A
appendectomies,
Last semester, 4700 st1.1dents
In one appendectomy case, summer policy for $8.50 is
bought the $12,50 insurance
$S50 of the $900 bill was paid, offered to students who have had
policy. The insurance covers SO
Lately there has been a great the insurance this semester.
per cent of doctor's bills and the
A representative of the
increase in the number of claims
cost of drugs prescribed for
illnesses and accidents il'cUrred • paid on motorcycle and skiing insurance company is in the
Student Health Center from 3 to
accidents,
after the issuance of the policy.
Mental and nervous disorders, 4, Monday through Friday,_ and
In the case of hospitalization,
as well as any sicknesses or there is always someone avadable
the first $300 of bills are paid,
injuries occurring on· or at Savage and Sganzivi in the
followed by SO per cent of any
off-campus at any time, are Simms Building downtown
further expenses. The surgical
covered by the insurance, (phone: 243·6616). The deadline
schedule usually pays for the
Students may use the nearest for accepting applications is Feb,
en tire cost of operations and
ho~pital
or doctor in cases of 29.
necessary drugs. An accidental
death provision for $1000 is also
included,
The company of Savage and
Sganzini, which handles health
insurance for colleges throughout
the United States, .began offering
their policy to. UNM in August of
1971, The company which had
The 124th anniversary of the year is particularly appropriate in
previously offered insurance here
of the Treaty of view of ... an investigation under
announced a rate
and of
us
finally been
e,
and Sganzini put out the celebr:atE!d Sunday by the Alianza question
Federal in their headquarters at thus demonstrating the validity of
the claims made by the Alianza
1010 Third N.W.
EXPERT TAX
The celebration will include a since its founding in February,
.
meeting from 1 to 4 p.m., a 1963,' .. "
PREPARATION
dinner from 5 to 7 p.m. and a
Anaya noted that the treaty
$5. SD-$10, Itemized Deduction
dance from S to midnight.
signing, which is being celebrated
$2.50 for additional schedules
by the Alianza four days after the
Former Alianza President Reies actual anniversary, marked the
"Satisfied Students today are
Lopez Tijerina may attend the end of the Mexican - American
customers in years to come
celebration, which will also War in 1848 and set up guarantees
... We plan to satisfy. STUfeature a puppet show and and protections for civil and
speeches.
DENT DISCOUNT 20%."
property rights of Indo·Hispanos

Alianza Federal to Hold
1848 Treaty Celebration

SINGER TAX SERVICE

In a news release announcing
the celebration, Alianza President
Santiago Tapia Anaya emphasized
the importance of the
anniversary: "The celebration this

expert bookkeeping&: tax serv.
299-2325 1336 Wyoming N.E.
(above Montessori school)

SAVE
Inventory Reduction Sale
open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. till 9:00
7611 Menaul NE

296-6978

The Associated Students UNM

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL
and the Cultural Program Committee
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The Kiva Club invites all
interested persons to their
meeting, Monday, Feb. 7 at 7
p.m. at the Native American
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private companies during the
1970-71 school year. In signing up
for the experiment, each firm
guaranteed to raise the grade
level of the student it was teaching and agreed to base its charges
on the progress actually made.
Evaluation Data
A spokesman for one of the
firms, Alpha Learning Systems,
~r
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said after the announcement that
OEO had not let it examine the
evaluation data,
On the basis of separate test results used to determine payments
to the firms, Alpha spokesman
Brian Frieder said there was some
possibility the tests were improperly administered. He said the

on all foreign cars

LOBO
SPECIAL
Small pizza and drink
Free
Delivery
Fri,-Sat. llam-3am
Sun.-Thurs. Spm-1 am

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 6-8:15 P.M.
Tickets $6.50, $6.00, $5.50, $4.50, $3.50
UNM Students, Children-1,6 Price
Box Office Open Daily 9-5
Sun., Feb. 6, from 1:00 P.M.
l'ag<• .f

OEO results also ignored other
improvements, such as bett!lr student and teacher att:tudes, higher
attendance records and lower vandalism in the schools involved in
the test.
Incentives
A wide range of methods and
special incentives were used in the
18 different school districts, but
most of the reading and math
teachil1g involved a much closer
teacher-student l'elationship than
usually found in the schools.
Teaching machines, films, recordings and special texts were used,
and children who achieved well
were given such rewards as extra
free time or points toward earn•
ing gifts.
OEO's figures on the reading instruction showed significant improvements in 15 classes, significant losses in 8 places and "no
significant difference between test
children and those receiving conventional instruction at 83 sites.
In math, the gains and losses were
even at 11 and the no differences
were 84.

Repair & :lfaintcnancc

_

Tel. 277-3121

Open tryouts for "Hans Brinker
and the Silver Skates" will be held
Feb. 7 and 8 from 3:30·6 p.m. in
room 2100 in the Fine Arts
Center.

OEO Drops'Learning'Companies

~~:)

OFFENBACWS

a program of the Fine Arts
Student Club of the New Mexico
Federation of Music on Sat1.lrday •
at 2 p.m. in room B117 of the
Fine Arts Center.
The Daily Lobo had previously
reported the event would be held
on Friday.

Play Tryouts

Kiva Club

Ever·y Pizza
Under
the Sun!

.Company I~

Questionnaires cancer ning
bicycle problems and
transportation will be available
Feb. 7 and 8 at a table in the
Union or out on the Mall, Joe
McKinney, planner at the office
of the University Architect, said
recently,
The questionnaires are being
distributed by the office to
discover "the feasibility of
creating a system of bicycle paths
leading to UNM."
Among the questions asked of
bicyclists (and would-be ones) are
what seasons they ride their
bicycles to campus? What is their
route, what bicycle racks they
prefer and where they would
recommend putting more racks.
McKinney said there has been
difficulty in getting a table in the
Union lobby "because the office
is not a student organization.
''If we don't get one, we'll set a
table up on the mall, as we

Studies Center, 1812 Las Lomas,
197 2·7 3 budget requests from N.E. The election of officers is on
ASUNM · funded organizations the agenda.
are due Tuesday, Feb. 29 at 5
p.m. in the ASUNM office, Union,
Indo-American
room 242,
The UNM Indo·American
Budget .request forms for Association will sponsor a film on
organizations funded for the Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. in Keller Hat!.
present year are being sent
The film, "Khilona," is a social
through the mail, However, any drama depicting the music and
chartered organization seeking customs of India. General
funding in the coming year may admission is $1.25,
pick up applicution forms at the
Foul Air & Water
ASUNM office.
A film and discussion on Land
Vienna Choir Boys
Use Planning will be held Feb. 6
The Vienna Choir Boys, which at 7 p.m. in the U of A Student
date from 1498, will be Union ballroom.
performing in Popejoy Hall,
All interested persons are
Monday, Feb. 7 at 7:30p.m.
in'!ited to this meeting sponsored
Ticket prices are scaled from $1 by the U of A Ecology Committee
to $3,50 with UNM students and the Central Clearing House,
allowed to purchase tickets at half
Daily Lobo Goof
price.
The "Crusade of Strings"
pr<>jel~t of the National Federation
into the
of Education will
be conducted on T1.lesday, Feb. 8
at 6:30 p.m .. and on Saturday,
Feb, 12 at 12:30 p.m. Both tests
will be conducted in the Kiva.
For additional information
contact the dean's office, College
of Education.

106 Cornell SE
Open daily II am-3am
268-2300

CJoreign Car Specialists
333 WvomimrBlvd. ~E
265-5901
Free Estimates

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 75
No. 82
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Alb1.lquerque, N.M 87106
Editorial Phone ( 505) 2774102, 277-4202;
Advertising 277-4002
The Daily New Mexico Lobo is
published Monday through Friday
every regular week of the Univer·
sity year by the Board of Student
Publkations of the University of
New Mexico, and is not finan~ially
associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqerque, New
Mexico 87106. Subscription rate is
$7 for the academic year.
'l'he opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Daily Lobo
are those of the author solely, Un·
"igncd opinion is that of th~ edl·
torial board of The Daily Lobo.
Nothing Plinted in 'l'he Daily Lobo
ncce'ssarily repres~nts the views of
the Univer.Uty of Nrw Mexico.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Regional Affairs V.P.

'

Budget Requests

'Performance Contracting' Fails

. By ARNOLD B. SA WISLAK
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Private
"learning" companies, using the
latest methods and special rewards for achievement, do no better than ordinary schools in teaching reading and arithmetic to poor
children, the Office of Economic
Qpportunity ( 0 E 0 ) reported
.'Monday.
The report, after a year-long,
$5.6 million OEO-financed experiment involving 19,000 youngsters
in 18 school districts, was a blow
to "performance contracting" as a
method to jmprove education.
Breakthrough
OEO director Phillip Sanchez
told a news conference it had been
hoped to find a "breakthrough" in
the field of teaching the children
of poor families.
"The results in that sense were
disappointing," he said. "We did
not find a panacea. We are back
at the drawing board!'
But he said OEO would continue looking for ways to improve
the education of the disadvan·
taged, and still hoped to go
through with another controversial experiment on the use of edueatlonal "vouchers" to let poor
families choose schools for their
children.
The "performance contracting"
experiment was carried out by six

Survey. Distributed
For U Bike Path System

Don McManus as Jupiter, and
Richard Braun, portraying
Mercury, are t.wo of the
performers who will appear with
the Canadian Opera Company
Sunday, Feb. 6 at Popejoy Hall,

Canadian Opera

originally ·planned, and hope the
weather warms up," he said,
Members of the Architect's
office and the newly - formed
bike club are volunteering to sit at
the table,
"We'll have around 3000
questionnaires. Students can fill
them out on the spot or drop
them off with departmental
secretaries. They '11 go into the
campus mail after that,"
McKinney said city maps would
be provided at the table for
bicyclists who were not sure of
the streets they ride along.

,
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A proposal to establish a Vice
President for Regional Affairs will
be the topic of a special faculty
meeting tci be held by the College
of Education (COE). The meeting
will be held Friday in the Kiva at
2:30p.m.
Richard Griego, principal
author of the proposal, will make
a presentation and answer
questions.
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Sandwiches
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New Device

'Reads' Print
For Sightless
AFS-A group of Stanford
University engineers have
developed a portable electronic
device which allows blind people
to "read" printed material
through their sense of touch. The
device, called "Optacon," was
developed from research initially
done under Defense Department
contract.
The key to its development is
the miniaturization of the
electronic circuitry made possible
by a new technology called
"integrated electronics," This
research was carried out by James
M. Meindl of the Stanford
department of electrical '
en gin cering and his associates,
who are now marketing the
device.
Meindl and others have had
contracts for research in the area
of integrated electronics and
microwave integrated circuits
since 1969.
The Department of Defense
hopes to use the results in
battlefield communications, and
surveillance, weapons systems
control, navigation, and
clandestine intelligence gathering.
The Optacon project is currently
funded by the U.S. Office of
Education.
The Optacon uses a finger sized
"camera" to scan the written
material. The camera contains 144
photo transistors which are .linked
to 144 tiny metal pins set in the
Optacon itself. The pins vibrate
the shape of the letter or word
being scanned onto the finger of
the blind per.wn. It thus translates
optical phenomena into tactile
sensations.

COOK!N' WITH SOUND;- STATUS. AND SA\liNGS
REALISTIC'S 4~PIECE STEREO SYSTEM
We really put it all together when we designed this system.
We started with a deluxe 36-watt stereo FM/AM receiver •..
built in a changer .•• added two acoustic suspension space·
saving bookshelf fpeaker systems in rich walnut c<:binets . . .
then topped it off with a custom dust cover to protect the
creation.
In addition to adding luxury to your home or apartment PLUS
the great $46 savings . . . you hear exactly what you pay to
hear from a stereo system. Unabashed stereo ... not watered·
down sounds. The "real" thing.
Reg. S~parate Component Price.
$295.90

SUNDAY SPECIALS
SUGAR CURED
BAKED HAM

$1.75

Candied Yams or French
Fries, Pineapple Sauce,
Vegetables, Soup of Salad.

• • •

GRILLED
HALIBUT STEAK

• •

$1.75

Served with Soup or
Tossed Green Salad, Slirimp
Sauce, French Fries, Rolls
& Lemon Wedge.
•

•

•

•

$249.90

t

$1.80
$1.70
Served with Soup or Tossed
Green Salad, Mashed or
French Fried Potatoes,
Vegetables, Ro!Is, Butter.

HAMBURGER STEAK
VEAL CUTLET

*'

*

4

•

.J..'2 FRIED CHicKEN-

4 pes.

.$1.65

Served with Cole Slaw,
~lashed or French Fries,
Rolls & Butter.

17)~~
Ac&os~ FRo::.r CA~IPl rs-

CI.:"iTRAL

It: G lR.\Rll 2fi5-lfl!l9
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RADIO SHACK

•

SHACK

NATIONWIDE THE BEST IN SOUND IS ALWAYS
ALBUQUERQUE
• 6315 Lomas N.E.
• 401 Copper Ave. N.W.
4th>& Copper N.W.
247-3828

• Tho Mall Shopping Center
2264 Wyoming Blvd. N,E.
296-5744

• 4408·8 Menaul N.E.
266-5246

SANTA FE

• 200 W. San· Francisco St.
983-3747

Also Stores in Hobbs, Roswoll, Farmington and Clovis

!'age 5
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.Razor)s Edge
Sebring
Professional

Hair Design for Men

Expert
Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Wom'en
by Appointrr4ent only
255-0166
5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1..,....,...Blk.
East of San Mateo)
.......... .,.. ..... .., ..... y-...-

By ROGER J, RUVOLO
Brigham Yo1.1ng, behind the
play of Yugoslavian pivot
Kresimir Cosio, staved off several
New Mexico surges to take a
70·62 WAC basketball victory in
Provo last night.
Cosic, the 6·11 aU-American
candidate, poured in 25 points
and blocked several shots to lead
the Cougar win.
Lobo Harold Little hit 23
points for the Lobos and, along
with his sure shooting, kept the
Wolfpack in the game with an
outstanding defensive game.
The win gives Brigham Young a
6·0 record in the WAC, including
thre~ road wins, and the Cougars
of head coach Stan Watts appear
to be on the final stretch to the
league title. New Mexico remains
in second place at 3·3, but Utah
moved into a second place tie

~·
~
~treus
Jarnming with

1820 CENTRAL
243-1988

Edwards $2.19

Paul Simon
(Solo) $3.49

Bangia Desh Always
Cost 10.79

{Near Girard & Central N.E.)

MARANTZ

HOUSE

High-performance Receiver
new price $259.95

~!~t $199.95
at

with the Lobos after their 76·61
win over Texas·El Paso last night.
Face Utah Tomorrow
The Lobos face Utah in Salt
Lake City Saturday afternoon.
New Mexico took a 10·4 lead
after jumping out 6·0, but two
quick turnovers by UNM and
seven quick points by the Cougars
put BYU ahead, 11·10.
It was a see·saw battle for the
next few mtnutes, but with about
five minutes remaining in the half,
New Mexico's defenses loosened
enough to give the Cougar quintet
another opportunity for a surge.
Then Cosic's halftime buzzer
shot from half court gave the
Cougars their biggest lead of the
game, five, at intermission, 32·27.
The Lobos came out shooting
in the second half, sco1·ing the
first basket to pull within three, ·
BYU was able to go back ahead
by 36·29 with 18:13 left. The
Cougars' more accurate shooti
They shot 57 per cent for the
game, compared to UNM's 40.
Press Fails
New Mexico, using primarily
man-to-man defense and a 2·3
zone, moved into a full court
press with about three quarters of
the game gone. Besides giving the
Lobos the ball by turnovers, the
press also drew several fouls o1lt
of the Lobo ranks, and Brigham
Young had the one·on·one free
throw shot with about six minutes
to go.
The two teams tied in
turnovers, at 19, while BYU out·
rebounded the Lobos 34·30 for
the game.
When New Mexico called time
out at 13:30, BYU's lead was six,
43·37. The Lobos were within
three again seven minutes later
48·45, but turnovers and poor
shooting finally forced UNM to
call a time out with 7 :21 left at

50·45.

10 Does It
A minute later Cosic's
three-point play, coupled with
Phil ToJIPstrup's layup gave BYU
their biggest point margin of the
night, 10,at 55-45.
Only five players made points
for BYU, Bernie Fryer hit for l 7,
Tollesh·up got 14, Belmont

Spark plug

Fate Has Power
the only thing
stopping them is fate Itself. This
season has witnessed so many
weird events that no one knows
what the f1.1ture holds. Consider
some of these happenings in
'71·'72.
In mid-December, celebrated
sophomore Tom McMillen and his
highly-ranked Maryland team
travelled South for an encounter
with Virginia. McMillen &cored
four points and the Terps got
waxed by an inferior Virginia
team.
ND Scores 26
Notre Dame Coach "Digger"
Phelps watched helplessly as his
troops pounded the nets for a
It appears

1Whz to 15Khz
frequency response an amazing ::!::: 1db
H year parts and labor warranty

Save up to ~bO.OO on
Marantz Speakers with
purchase of any Marantz
Stereo Components
Neor the University
3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triongle)
255·1695

di·JI

HOUSE

Four NM Teams on Road

New Mexico's 6·4 senior
forward Harold Little held the
Lobos to within eight points at
the final buzzer in the Lobos'
70·62 loss to loth • ranked BYU
last night. Little scored 23 points
and J,>layed brilliant defense.

The undefeated UNM indoor Davis, first place wrestler in the
track team will host the tough MIWA tourney, at 190, Roy
Brigham Young University Devore at 134 and Seals in the
Cougars as the Lobos close out heavyweight division.
their hom~ indoor t:aok ::;chc:h.:lc
Cc:1~h JOH!'l !\1ECP..E!v!'S U~Il'.1
of the season Saturday at Tingley swimming team will compete
Coliseum.
against Colorado State tonight
The Lobos, following and move on to the Air Force
impressive wins over Kansas and Academy Saturday on their way
UTEP, are currently 2·0 in back to Albuquerque.
triangular competition and sport a
The Lobos are 2·0 so far this
4·0 dual record after last season, and last week missed three
weekend's wins over UTEP and meets because of a leak in
the University of Arizona.
Johnson pool.
BYU has depth and fine
Dennis Hodges and the UNM
performers to seriously challenge freshman basketball team will be
the Lobos' WAC championship in Lamar, Colo., tonight for a
hopes. The Cougars' Anders game against Lamar Junior
Arrhenius, sixth in the WAC shot College. The 6·3 freshmen will
put :Cinals last year at 57·0 has conclude the weekend's road trip
improved his mark to 62·7 this with a game Saturday night
season. Aaro Alarotu has against Trinidad Junior College.
consistently high jumped over the Led by top scorer Richard
7·0 mark this season for BYU.
Pokorski (averaging 28.1 a game)
In the mile relay, the last event the freshmen average 88.4 points
of the meet and .often the most a game so far this season. ·
decisive, BYU has an edge with a
best of 3:15.4 while UNM has a '\'-,
3:17 season high.
• '\.
The first evt.1nl is scheduled to •. )"'ti..;.
_,..":').
start at 7 p.m.
."'( """
UNM's wrestling team travels to , .f
Utah this weekend to meet the
'
defending WAC champion BYU
Friday afternoon and the
University of Utah Saturday.
BYU is 6·1·2 for the season and
is Jed by . two-time 150-pound
Rondo Fehlberg who has won 12
straight matches.
Utah is 8·3 on the season and
· has several top flight wrestlers
including heavyweight Kurt
Belloci who has recorded an
18·4·1 mark this season, including
a decision over UNM's Milton
Seals in last week's MIWA
tournament.
The Lobos will counter with
such fine performers as Bruce

Fate Could Breal<. Bruin String
By TOM REICHERT
Through all the ballyhoo
created by college basketball's
version of the fight of the week
between 0 hio State and
Minnesota, and the pro leagues
continued policy of drafting
undergraduates, one thing has
remained constant througho1lt the
71-72 campaign. The UCLA
Bruins are still number one.
Nothing seems to stop coach
John Wooden's chargers from Los
Angeles. They are well on the way
to their eighth NCAA title in the
last nine years. UCLA's
achievements in the past decade
are believed by many to be the
greatest in coll!lgiate sports
history.

Lobo trackster Chuck Steffes
will pace the UNM track team in
an indoor track me.et with
powerful Brigham Young
University Saturday, Steffes is
unbeaten in the triple jump and
long jump after the meets with
Kansas and UTEP.

Double Winner

Model 2215 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
HO watts IZMS into 8 ohms from

The professional preamp control section includes provisions for record changer, tape decks, phones, etc., plus
precision control over virtually every audio variable. Behind the l\fotlcl 2215's gold-anodized front panel are:
low-distortion FET, RF and IF circuitry; massive heat
sinks: and automatic protection for internal circuitry
";ompletely enclosed metal chas·
d walnut.

Head coach Rusty Mitchell of
the UNM gymnastics team
brought his forces back to
Albuquerque last week after a
profitable journey to the west
coast with the idea of reversing a
strange dual meet record for the
perennial WAC and national
powerhouse Lobos.
The journey to the west coast
was profitable in that when the
Lobos left for UCLA, they were
0·2 in dual competition. But they
began their onslaught of other
teams over that weekend when
they won the UCLA Classic over
such west coast powers as
California, Stanford, Cal Sfate
Fullerton, UCLA, and Southern
California. The next night they
defeated Cal State Fullerton.
Won 4 of 6
The Lobos won four of the six
events as a team in the Classic,
taking advantage of their team
depth. Dana Shelley won free
exercise to continue his unbeaten

. Anderson had nine, and Doug
Richards scored five.
UNM's inside men, Mike
Faulkner and Darryl Minniefield,
scored 17 and seven points,
respectively, while Tom Robert~
matched Minniefield's point total.
Gnbe Nava's four and Mike
Stewart's two points ro1.1ndcd out
the Lobos' scoring,

Photo by Dnvc Jlrnn!ls
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Gymnasts Seek Reversal

NM Loses 70-62; Utah Next

Gold
Street

NOW A

Face Utah Saturday ..•

BYU Outsho,ots Lobos by Eight

_,{

"'f
Its

Remember Summer Cookouts
Get that same flavor
with our
Broiled Hamburger
·:rr:F~.<~>NTiE:A.·:.--

_

total of 26 points in falling to
Indiana, 94·26.
January brought along the best
two fights since Ali-Frazier..
Before a na tiona! television
audience, 2nd • ranked Marquette
and 4th- ranked South Carolina
squared off in a battle between
the McGuire coaches, AI and
Frank. Three minutes into the
second half, Marquette's Bob
Lackey and the Gamecocks' Tom
Riker started a brawl that soon
saw heavy punching by players
on both sides. After order was
restored, Marquette won 72·71.
Two S1lspended
This was merely a preliminary
bout. Last week, two Minnesota
players, Ron Behagen and Corky
Taylor, were suspended for their
part in the brawl between Ohio
State and Minnesota. Ohio State,
which won Lhe game, may have
lost the war. They relinguished
their Big Ten lead Saturday to
Michigan because all-conference
center Luke Witte and Mark
Minor were unable to play due to
injuries from the fight.
P;& Ruin-G T~atrts The dean of college coaches,
Kentucky's Adolph Rupp, added
another chapter to this season to
remember last Tuesday.
Commenting on the ABA's policy
of drafting undergraduates, Rupp
stated: "Pro basketball has ruined
many college teams - including
ours - and I nat1lrally have to
resent bitterly the intrusion of the
pros into the amateur ranks."
Stunning upsets, exercises in
futility, numerous fights, and
ABA raids, have all taken
attention away from UCLA's
drive towards another
championship.

UNIVERSITY SHELL
specializing in tune-ups
}}rakes, air conditioning
& expert welding

i

;I
i

Dytzel's Pro
Shop
I

·>

i"iE! i•r..&:~.:T:a..a.N~

Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268-5877
NEW MEXICO LOBO

AUTHENTIC LEBANESE FOOD

Tues-Fri 11 :30. 2 pm, 5-10 pm
Sal & Sun 5-10 pm, closed Mon.
~900

Lomas NE

266-3629

,r_ ..r

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL
and Sandia Kiwanis Club

presents

Travel-Adventure Film
"BY HOUSE BOATMANHATTAN TO MIAMI"
(The Inland Waterway)

.. Personally Narrated By, .

HAIR DESIGNS
FOR MEN

Howard Pollard

Specializing in the
LONG FULL LOOK
Straightening
Men's Full Wigs

Saturday, February 5-7:30 pm
Adults-$1.50
UNM students and children $1.00

Sales and Service

VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2914 Central SE

Telephone 277-3121

across from tire Triangle

'

\

15% off on all bowling
needs: balls, bags, shoes,
shirts, etc.

.

''

All work guaranteed

FRI.;E l'lCKUl' & DELIVERY

10% Discount to Students
24 hr. service .

Jff,e...-,' s

daily luncheon special

week during a meet between Utah
and Brigham Young University.
The Redski.ns come to
Albuquerque with an 0·4 dual
record. They have lost twice to
the BYU Cougars, and once each
to California and Washington of
the Pac·8.
The Lobo~' co-captains will be
seniors Shelley and Jim Hruban.
Mitchell said "I think the boys are
ready to perform for the home
crowd. It's going to take a strong
effort by our depth men for us to
win convincingly, And that is just
what we will try to do."
Besides the meet against Utah
tomorrow night, at Johnson Gym,
the Lobos are only going to be in
Albuquerque for two other meets
all season, The Lobos face
Colorado State here F'eb. 18, and
on Feb. 26 close out their home
season with a dual
BYU.

1

Special discount to
UNM students

J

Jim lvicek and Jon Aitken tied
for high bar honors with an 8.9.
Aitken provided the crowd with
some excitement when he got
hung up on a giant swing with a
wrong grip. But quick action from
Aitken allowed him to hop his
hunds and he improvised the
remainder of his routine to tie
Ivicek.
Ivicek Wins
!vicek won the all-around with
a 50.50. He made it a double
victory the next night at Cal State
Fullerton in a dual meet when he
scored 53.60 and won rings,
p~.rallel bars, vaulting and high
bar.
.
In that Fullerton meet, the
Lobos had a clean sweep in
winning every event. Shelley won
free exercise, and Fred Cardenas
braved a wrist injury to win the
.~ide horse.

Depth Big Aid
The final score was UNM
15 9 . 0 0 - Cal . State Fullerton
155,65, Fullerton was last year's
NCAA College Division champs,
and are picked to repeat this year,
It was the Lobos' depth which
once again won the match. Dave
Chandler, Bob ChavE)z, Jim
Hruban and Mark Hopk.ins turned
in top performances all weekend,
scoring consistently in the high
eight's and low nine's.
This Saturday the gymnasts
make their first appearance in the
Duke City (at Johnson Gym)
since Nov, 10's intrasquad meet.
The dual meet is against the
University of Utah and is slated to
begin at 7:30p.m.
Haldemann Paces UU
Utah is paced by all-around
performer Roger Haldemann, who
scored a 51. 2 in that event last

198·5583

II

II

3010 Eubank NE
inside Eo Can Bowl
Bob Dytzel or Dan Berry

Friday, February 4, 1972
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Doctoral Students

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WHERE; Journalism Buildlna-. Room
~ATES; 7e per word, 20 word mini206, atternoons preferably or Jllall,
mum ($1.40) per time run. Jf ~d Ia to
run five or more conaeeutive !fays with.
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87101)
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made ln full prior to insertion of a!ivertisement

1)

5)

SERVICES

3)

PERSONALS

TWO AKC registered labrador Retriever
female pups. :Excellent field and bench
lines, Ellis, 266-2024, 2/7
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS. Bonnn 210,
Good Bargain. $30,00. 266-4467, 2/9
'661,2 DODGE Trk, wood camper, S speed.
V-8, new clutch, brakes, exhaust,. rebuilt
engine just installed, $325.00. Dave, 2997142, wk-nights. 2/7
'68 VW VAN. Exceptional. 277-3186 or
contact Discnunt Auto Parts. 2/7
NEW IBM ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER $126,00, Call John Russell at 243-5201
after 6 PM, Mon-Thurs. 2/7
STEREO-Modem console, AM-FM radio,
phonograph, excellent condition, $76,00
266-3493. 2/'1
35 •000 miles, must sell
' 67 MGB Roadster,·
immediately, $1•200• 299 •0454 • 217
"Lovely yellow gold ring set, appraised, ·
Call 765·2483 between 3 and 6''. 2/7

PEDAL & SPOKE 10-speed performance
adjustment special: Adjust brakes and
true wheels, lube cables, chains and
gears. Tighten all nuts and bolts, Reg.
ular adjustment price $6.76 now only
$6.00. Parts additional 1,1harge. Compar·
able savings .on all styles of bicycles.
Offer good until Feb. 7. Pedal & Spoke,
Richmond at Central NE.
. _.:...;..
2/7
POTTERY, SILVERWORK, photography,
leatherwork, you can do It and we'll
show you how. Visit The Craft Shop in
the basement of the Union. 6/6
BELLY DANCING-8 weeks series beginning Feb, 1. Near CIUIIPUS, Elizabeth,
266-4891. 2/4

ASTROLOGY-Instruction beginning Feb,
9, to enroll, call Michael at 266-0902. The
Libracorn Academy of Astrology, 2/9
SCUB~ DIVERS I Call 299-0010 evenings.
W AN'fED 4 Reserved scat tickets to the
Lobo·BYU Basketball Game on March
4th, call 842-9588. 2/4
PICK UP your pots at The Craft Shop in
the Student Union Basement by Friday
the 5th, after that itll all over, baby, 2/4
DAVID PARKEY-Piease cheek-in at the
Daily Lobo office as 1100n as possible,
MARRIED AND SINGLE STUDENTS.
Hospitalh:ation insurance, Pays up to
$460 for maternity. For info telephone
242-1217. 2/8
AGORA-Is going back on regular schedule
for second semester. 24 hours, no I.D., no
money necessary, NW corner Mesn Vista
Hall. 277-3013 tfn
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pants, jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs nt THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
(behind Triangle Bar) Tfn

____

-

5)

FOR SALE

ART SUPPLIEs-Stop r;tetting ripped-off,
~fJ'f•,a~ 8~~nCSe~~r:r~2/~nted pril:es. Art

PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE- Indlviduali:~;ed instruction in photo fundamentals, or
tailored to your present level. Taught by
serious professional. Usll of my excellent
darkroom for heaVY practice. Lectures,
discussions, arguments, field trips, critiques. Limited to eight serious students.
Near UNM. Call 265-2444. 11/28

FOR SALE

LEVI BUSH JEANS at $10, Now available
in green & tan at Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Central SE.
GOLDEN RETRlEVER PUPPY. A dog
for thooe who enjoy the outdoors. AKC
registered, all shots. 268-6602, •
NEW 10-SPEEDS. Great selection. Tradeins welcome. THE BIKE SHOP 823 Yale
SE, 842-9100. 2/4.
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE , • , your
organic haberdasher has pnnta that fit
where others leave off. Upstairs at 2983
Monte Vista NE. (llehlnd the Triangle
Bar). 'I'fn
WE HAVE l)LUE JEAN BELLS, $8,00.
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE,

Doctoral students should apply
for doctoral candidacy at least by
the time of completing 12 hours
beyond the master's degre~ or
equivalent. At least two weeks
prior to the Doctoral
Comprehensive Examination the
major department must notify the
Graduate School of the date of
this examination.
A student may be advanced to
doctoral candidacy only after his
Committee on Studies certifies to
the Graduate School that foreign
language (or alternative) and
Comprehensive Examination
requirements have been met.
At least two WE)eks prior to the
Final Oral Examination the major
department must notify the
Graduate School of the date of
the Examination.

'54 CHEVY, as is $76-842-1327. 1610 Las
Lomas NE. 2/7
_ _ _ _ __.:._________
6) EMPLOYMENT
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES equipped to do most any.
FULL TIME • PART TIME. Telephone
DON'T BUY IT-MAKE IT. Come on • thing, $49.95. Cash or TerDl!l, Open 7
solicitors-no exPerience necessary, 1026
down to The Craft Shop in the basement
days a week, United Freight Sales, 3920
Hermosa SE, Rm. 4. 4/2
6
·of the S~dent Union, /6
San Mateo NE. tfn.
NEW SHIPMENT--used Suede and Lea7) MISCELLANEOUS
HAS YOUR 10-SPEED got the blues? 10ther Jackets from $1.00·$16,00. While
KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
•
2) LOST & FOUND
speed tune ups $15. THE DIKE SHOP,
they last. The Bead Shaman, 401 n San
Lange lloots, size SJh, Darreerafter poles.
VEGETARIAN SANDWICHE8-D~ic1ous
LOST-PLAIN MANILA ENVELOPE823 Yale SE. 842-9100, 2/4
Felipe NW. Old Town-842-9588. 2/7
Used 1 season. Original Cost $286. Sell
avaeado and cheese sandwiches With letGRQTT'O mAO" cour mnTDC> ...... nn.
•
__!or ~-M.e.IlomUd .. L.'Lu•
lla -- ___ tuce, toma!®._anfi alfa!la_ _!l_ll!:'!III.!l!_on_. _____.__ _
7-page Manuscript on MacBeth. Reward
1---------cciiorrn•uc~ f;lbr-uey;--!:i~imd-unil--Famnt·~
d~--L t c.:>-o.">A. -ta·-~t.·+&" ...............
d.. . -!tsll~lud ""- · · ---tffiEirSUEDE -..;U;tn--LmTHEk JA\.JK.;--Bulldin~r · · · • · - · --- ---rnaJ~m
wlleatbread. ll, AM.-2 PM, on the mall.
1 gmg, ranspor •on
2/10
1Scoun •
•
ETS, $1.00 to $15,00, THE BE~D
·
2/7
6405. 3/9,
SHAMAN, 2/7
FOUND: Gray and white female kitten
~:::;:;:;::::::.;::.;::_=-.:c__-::-------with collar. Call Charlie 277-6345, 2/9
4)
FOR RENT
1\IATERNITY CLOTHES, wedding dress,
Platex Nurser set. 319 Gen. Marshall,
LOST DOG. Small black female tail-less
ROOMMATE WANTED-Large unfurnNE, after six.
By the winner of the 1970 Nobel Prize for Literature
Schipperke. Needs medication. Reward.
:-:-::::..:..:::::=:::::=-:=:~-=--=-------ished nPartment, no straights, frenksAnswers to Chris. Call 277-3046. 2/7
$70, 242-5854. 2/10
'63 PORSCHE. Good condition, $2496.00.
898·3603. 2/7
LOST: DOBERMAN PUPPY. Corner of
ROOMMATE NEEDED. 2-bedroom house.
'62 VOLVO 122S, excellent condition. ReSycamore and 'fUeras. 27th - 4-5 P.M.
1620 I.e_ad SE. After 9:30PM. 2/9
built engine. 256-4242 after 6 PM. 2/7
Reward. 242-4046. 2/4
·
FURN. 1 hdrm. apt. in· 6 units/pool. $169.
VW '64 UUS. Rebuilt engine, trans, $\)50FOUND: PAIR OF MEN'S GOLD RIM·
~5i67·~"-·-2~/7~----~----------
0ffer. 277-5202, 898-7018, 2/7
MED prescription glasses. May be picked
LARGE room in comfortable North Valley
up at Scholes Hall, Room 161. 2/4
$80.00 HUMANIC Ski boots, size 71,!1 new
home. Board if desired. Off street parkfor $40.00. 268-7449 after 6 PM. 217
LOST NEAR SUB - EARRING. Road·
ing, 344-4!!49, 217
runner in .curved triangle, call 877-3063,
BLUE KNEISSLS, 200 em., Marker BindCOUPLE or two people willing to share
ings, used 3 days. Cost $216, sell for
LOST-2 PAIR OF GLASSES, 1 gold
large bedroom in our house. $50. each.
$130. 268-3832 or message, Dwight
rlmn, 1 tortoise shell. It rounu, please
li24 Richmond SE. Dambi or Ellen.
cull 255-9363, I NEED THEM.
Grisham, graduate box, Scholes 202. 2/4
5) FOR SALE
STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM Includ3) SERVICES
ing AM·FM multiplex tuner, w/76 watts
1970 VW Fast Back-13,000 miles, Perfect
of music power, Full sized deluxe BSR
WEDDING & PORTRAIT PHOTOGCondition. 268-8397. 2/4
turntalll~: w/4 speaker croos-over system.
RAPHY, Andrea West, 282-5894. 2/29
$88.00, eMh or tt>rmn
UNITED
A,K,C, SAMOYED MAI,E puppy, 9 weeks
EXPERT TVREPAIR I Fr~ Esti;nte-1
FREIGHT
SALES, 3920 Bar, Mateo NE.
old, all shots, champion bloodlines. 242Student Discount I Service call, $2.00,
Open seven days a week.
0267. 2/4
268-4589. 2/10
1\IAKE YOUR OWN earrings, neekbtces,
'62 NORTON 750 Atlas. Ride it away tor
WATERBED Pumving- Anytime- Call
$375. 268-4G80-·,...2...:./.;;.10.;._________
chokers, etc. The Bead Shaman-no pJas.
Keith 243-4871. Brinn 256-2185.
tic.
2/7
CAMPER~Ith/without vehicle. Heated,
PASSPORT, IMMIGRA'l'ION, IDENTIInsulated, carpeted, electrical. $285, 842~'ICATION photo. I~ast, InexPensive,
6297, 2/10
pleasing, Near UNM. Call 265-2444 or
SKIBOOT~:-~l,...ze~ll.:-L-i_k_e_n_e_w_.-$-35-.-00--.Call
come to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE. 1/28
242-~564:-._2::-/1:-0==--:-:--------LEARN TO FLY, dual instruction, $18
hourly simde-engine, $40 hourly multlLEATHER JACKET. New, rust color,
fringe, lnrge. $25.00, 277-4863 or 268·
~~gine. 298-3511, evenings, weekends.
7749. 217
BABYSITTING, Ages 2·5 elementary
SK~S. new Head downhill. $120, used ]{end
teaching exverlence, good references
~}'Ont slalom, $90. 298·3511, evenings,
255-8273. 2/7
°
LABRADOR-Hound pups. Some flghtcrs
~/We lovers. $10.00 a piece, 256-1323:
-Jud1th Cr1st, NBC' TV

282

°

ALEXANDER

SOLZHENITSYN'S

----

••••••••••••••••••

(@uarttrs

\--------,
t
f
Friday

1

BATTLE
OF
ALGIERS

t

\
'
I
I

Dir. Gillo Pontecorvo
Time 6·8-10:30 PM

Union Theater
75¢witbiD

'

f-"
f

!

Saturday

THE

~:t~~~

!

1
f

1962 JAGUAR MARK II Sedan 4-speed
with overdrive. $14000.00, 255·2398 or
296·378(1, 2/9
~~-----------1967 VW CAMPER.
Very good eonditlon
Newly rebuilt engine with only 3 500
miles, Going at best offer. Phone :iGG1697. 2/9

I
f

f
f

l
I
f

:

Time 6-8-10 Pl\ri
Union Theater
75¢ with ID

I

I

Sunday

If

FURNACES

f
t
I

Time 6·8·10 PM
Union Theater
75¢ with ID

ASUNM

Slatn~tt

JAMES COCO

DYANCANNON
KEN HOWARD

NINt\FOCH

and

SUNSHINE

0

You've Seen W. C. Field's,
Laurel & Hardy,
~tc . , etc.
\

(

color by

LOUISE LASSER as Marcy

BURGESS MEREDITH as Kalman

and

Sttf't'nplay by

Adaplahon by

ESTHER D41.E
.

A

Dt\\110 SHABER

8a~ on the Novel by

LOIS GOULD

Proctuted artd o,rettl'd by

•

·ft-,

MOVIELAB PARAMOUNT OTIO PREMINGER ,!, ,, \'-'. ji

'R'

Release

L"~ :-

restr~cled under I 1 requireS at~ampany1~1< parenl ar iklullgui!rd•an ~

STARTS
TONITEI
7:40 & 9:35

KING OF LAUGHTER

lAURENCE LUCI<INBlll

'
'

I

COLOR~
242·9741

JENNIFER O'NEILL

O.C.SMITH SINGING "SUDDENLY. IT'S ALL TOMORROW"

f

"BRILLIANT•.. A beautifully made film."

Af'o.J OTTO PR_E/\1\INGER. FILN\

I

L.!~!~O~_t
Page 8
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IN THE LIFE
OF IVAN DENISOVICH

rruCH
:.JGooD
FRIENDS

I

t THE HOUR t
I
OF THE I

905 Yale S.E.

Richard had all
he needed to hold
~t•
• togeth-,er..
.us
mamage
Miranda, Audrey, Jessica,
Marcy, Doria ...

f
f
t
f

I

(ancl )'OUT
favorite clrinlls)

• • • ••• •• ••

; Starring Humphrey Bogart!
A
:Mary Astor
'
'
l'eter Lorre
Sidney Greenstreet

f
f
f

Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BJ3Q Ribs

ONE DAY

-:-•1

Sat. & Sun.
2:00-3:55-5:457:40 & 9:35

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

MODERN TIMES

WRITTEN. DIRECT EO AND PRODUCED BY CHARLES CHAPLIN.

I E I~'OR EVERYBODY I
7:30-9:
15~ 11 ~oo
.....__ _
_..;..;..;;.~.;.;.;.--1
DON PANCHO'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247w4414

NEW MEXICO LOBO

